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This paper gives definitions and basic properties of a system of algebraic 
K-groups, KGi (V, R ), i = 0, 1,2, where V is a su roup of the group of units of R. 
If V = {e}, then KGi = & If V = 2 T and R = 2~ where 7~ is the fundamental 
group of a topological space, then KGi (V, R) = Whi (m). These groups arise 
naturally, especially KG,(V, R). Let GE@, R) be the subgroup of the general 
linear group generated by diagonal and elementary matrices. Silvester [7] callecj A 
ring universal for GE,, if GE,, has the following presentation. The generators are 
X@(t), 1 s i#j G n, r E R and [u,, . . ., u,,], Ui a unit. The relations are the 
Steinberg relations, [ul, . . ., u,][v~, . . ., v,,] = [u,v~, . . ., u,v,]], Xii (r)[vl? . . ., u,] = 
1 Ul, ..*,Un]Xij(-uf’ruj), and X,(u - 1)X, (1) = Dii (U)Xij (U)Xij (1 - u -I), where 
Dii(u) = [ul,. . ., un] with Ui = u, Uj = u-’ and uk = 1 for k # i,i. Silvester later 
proved [8, p. 551 that if R is universal for GE, for all n, then &(R) is contained in 
H(R) [6, p. 771 and is the group of symbols in the commutative case. Let 
GEU(n, V, R) be the group with the above presentation but with Ui restricted to V 
in the last‘ three relations. Let KG2(n, V, R ) be the kernel of the natural map 
GE U( n, V, R ) to GE@, R ). If V is all the units, then KG2(n, V, R ) = 1 if and only 
if R is universal for GE,. This new group is connected to KZ as follows. 
Theorem 8. 
l+ H(n, V, R)n &(n, R)+%(n, R)+KG2(n, V, R) 
+VnE(n,R)/[V,V]-,l 
is exact, where H(n, V, R ) n KZ (n, R ) is the group of symbols with entries in V in the 
commutative case. 
Thus KG2(n, V, R) measures non-universality for GE,. If V is all units and R is 
commutative, KG2( n, V, R) is &(n, R ) modulo symbols and thus consists of those 
elements of &(n, R) which are not products of symbols.’ Theorem 17 shows how to 
lift such elements of KG2 to KZ for all R. A useful method for determining a 
presentation of a normal subgroup given the presentation of the group is 
axiomatized in the proof of Theorem 8. The group ) is abelian (Corollary 
15) and the usual stability results are true (Theorem 20). 
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It is then natural to seek KGi( V’ R), i = 0, 1, in order to have the exact sequence 
of an ideal and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Define KGI( V, R) to be 
GL(R)/GE( V, R) where GE( V, R) is the subgroup of GE(R) whose diagonal 
matrices have entries only in V. Using this KG1( V, R), ordinary &(R) and analogs 
of the usual relative groups, the desired exact sequences are true (Theorem 32,34, 
35, 36). 
0. Basic definitions 
Let R be a ring with iden&y. Recall that GL(n, R) is the group of all invertible 
y1 x n matrices with entrie.5 in R. Let E(n, R) be the subgroup of GL(n, R) 
generated by Eii (r), i# j, I C: R, where Eli (r) = (a,) such that aii = 1, clii = r, akl = 0 
otherwise. Let V be a subglt,jup of R *, the group of units of R. Let D(n, V, R) be 
the group of diagonal matices whose entries lie in V. Then GE@, V, R) is the 
subgroup of GL(w R ) gent rated by D (n, V, R) and E (n, R ). If V = R *, we shall 
suppress the V and write D (n, R ) and GE( n, R ). Note that if V = { 1}, 
GE(n,(I}, R) = E(n, R). If R is commutative, SL(n, R) is the subgroup of 
GL(n, R) consisting of all matrices with determinant 1. Note that GL(n, R) injects 
into GL(n + 1, R) by X --) (0” 1’). This map preserves the above defined subgroups. 
Hence we define GL(R) (resp. E(R), GE(V,R), SL(R)) to be lim,,,GL(n, R) 
(resp. E(s R ), GE@, V, R ), SL(n, R )). 
I. KG&z, V, R) 
The results which generalize Silvester’s theorem on the relationshil; between 
universal for GE@, R) and K,(R) are done in a more general setting, thus giving 
better precision and more information. Let GEU(n, V, R) be the group with 
generators xi,(R), t E R, 1~ r’# j G n, and [Us,.  ., v,,], vi E V, and with relations 
1. Xij (t)Xij (S) = Xij (r + S) 
2. [Xij (I ), Xkl (S)] = 1 for i # I, j# k 
3. [Xjj (r), & (s)] = Xik (rs) for i# k 
4. Xij(-Um)= Wij(U)Xji(t)Wij(-U), U ER’ where 
Wij (U) = Xij (U)Xji (- U-‘)Xij (U) 
5. Xij (V - I)Xji (1) = Oiij (V)qi (V)Xij (1 - V-‘), V E VI where 
Dij (V) = [VI,. . ., V,, ] with Vi = V, Vi = 0-l and vk = 1 for k = i,j 
6. Xj (r>[v~, l l -3 em] = [VI, l . l , Vm]Xij (Vi' rt)i) 
7, [u,, l l ., U,][Vl,. . l , vn] = [U,Vl,. . ., l&o,]. 
Note that relations l-4 are the Steinberg relations. Also note that there is a 
surjective homomorphism GE V( n, V, R ) onto GE( n, V, R ). 
Silvester’s definition [8, p. 371 of e same as above except hat 4 is 
i (1 j&j ( - 1)&i (t ) 
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Note that his definition applies only to V = R *. Clearly 4 implies 4’ (take u = 1). 
Using relations 1, 5 and 6 one has WY (U)Wii (- 1) = Dij (u). Clearly wij (u)-I = 
WY (- u). Thus 
Wij (U)Xji (t) Wij (- U) = Wij (U)Xij (r) Wij (U)-' 
= Dij (U)Wij (l)Xji (r)(Dij (u)Wij (I))-’ 
= Dij (U) Wii (I.)Xji (r) Wij (- 1) Dij (U-l) 
= Dii (U)Xj (- r)Dii (u-l) 
= Xij (- UrU)* 
Thus for V = R *, 4 is equivalent to 4’ and the above definition agrees with 
Silvester’s. Hence for V = R *, we shall drop the V in all notation. By a similar 
computation, one can show that 5 is equivalent to 
5’. Dij (V) = WY (V) Wij (- l), V E V. 
This will be useful in later computations since dij (u) = Wij (u) Wij (- 1) is an often 
used element of St(R). 
Define KG&r, V, R) to be the kernel of GEU(n, V, R) onto GE(n, V, R) and 
again write KG&z, R) for KG@, R*, R). Let X(n, V, R) be the subgroup of 
GEL&r, V, R) generated by the Xii(r). Let D(n, V, R) be the subgroup of 
GEU(n, V, R j generated by [vl, . . ., v,], vi E V. (This is isomorphic to D (n, V, R ) 
as previously defined and so should present no confusion. It will be clear from 
context which is being used.) 
Proposition 1. GEU(n, V, R) = X(n, V, R)D(n, V, R) = D(n, V, R)X(n, V, R) 
and X(n, V, R) is normal in GEU(n, V, R). 
Proof. These are clear from relations 6 and 7. 
Proposition 2. GE(*),GEU(*),and KG&) f t f are unc ors rom the category whose 
objects are pairs (R, V), R a ring, V a subgroup of I? *, and whose morphisms are 
f: (R, V)-, (S, W) with f: R --) S a ring homomorphism such that f(V) c W to the 
category of groups. 
Proof. Suppose f is a morphism in the above category. This clearly induces 
f’: GE(n, V, R)+ GE(n, W, S). As f takes relations l-7 of GEU(n, V, R) to valid 
relations of GE.U(n, W, S), it induces f *: GE U(n, V, R )-, GE U(n, W, S). $0 
l-,KG2(n, V, R)+GEU(n, V, R)+GE(n, V, R)+ 1 
-1 1 
S)+‘GEU(n, S)-+ 1 
commutes an is exact. hus we nee 
G(n, S) and this is true by a standar 
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Note that if F: R +S is surjective, then GEU(n, V,R) surjects onto 
GEU(n, F(Y), S). AIso note that any element of GEU(n, V, R) can be written as 
[ 1 0, , . . ., 11X,X E X(n, V, R) since [v,, . . ., v,,] = [VI l l l v,,, 1,. l . l , I]&, (vi’) l l 8 
Dlz(z$) and Dii (v) E X(n, V, R) bg relation 5. 
Recall that St(n, R) is the group with generators Xij (r), 1 s if j s n, r E R and 
relations l-4 [6, p. 821, and that &(n, R) = ker(St(n, fi. j+E(n, R)), i.e., 
St(n, R)- GEU(n, {l}, R) and &(n, R) = KG&r, {l}, R). Thus we have a 
homomorphism 8: St(n, R)-,GEU(n, V, R) such that 8: K2(n, R)3 
KG& V, R) for all n and all V. In order to find the kernel and cokernel of 0, it is 
necessary to find a presenta,tiopJ for X(n, V, R ). The method used was devised from 
a suggestion Swan made to K. Dennis. Since the method is useful in other 
situations, we axiomatize it as fohows. 
Let H c S and D be group:; satisfying 
1. a) D acts on S (denote 1he action by d*s) 
b) H is D-stable 
2. There exists a D-h6momorphism 4 : H + D (D acts on itself by conjugation) 
3. If h E H and s e S, then 4(h)*s = hsh”. Let Do= 4(H). 
Lemma 3. Do is normal in D. 
Proof. Let hEH and dEDI Then d+(h)d-‘=d*&(h)==#(d*h)ED’. 
Lemma 4. ker4 G center of S = Z(S). 
Proof. Suppose h E ker 4. Then s = 4(h)% = hsh”. Thus sh = hs for all s E S 
and ker 4 c Z(S). 
Consider the semidirect product S >Q Do (i.e., multiplication is defined by 
(~1, dt)(sz, 4) = (sl(d W, &d&Define f: S >Q DO+ S/ker4 by f((s, d)) = sh where 
-:S+S/ker# and 6(h)= d. If t#b(h,)= +(h+ d, then hllhqE ker& Thus & = 
&&Vi* = - sh2. Therefore f is well defined, and it follows easily from 3 that f is a 
homomorphism. Let N = kerfi 
a 5. N = {(h-‘,+(h)):h E H). 
roof. Let NO = {(h-l, 4(h)): h E H}. Clearly N& N. If (s, d) E N, then sh= 1, 
where e(h)= d. Thus h’ = 3’; hence s-’ = hk, k E ker 4; whence s-‘E H Let 
ho = s-‘. Thus 4(hO) = g!~(s^‘) = 4(hk) = t#b(h) = d and then Cs, d) = 
(ho”, 4@o)) E Therefore N = NO. 
iearly ut also 
N is normal in S M D. 
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Proof. Since (s, d) = (s, l)(l, d), it suffices to check normality with (s, 1) and (1, d). 
As N is normal in S >a Do CS >o D and S CS M Do, we need not check (s, 1). 
(1, d)(h-‘, 4(h))(l, d-l) = (d*h-‘, d#(h))(l, d-‘) 
which is 
= ((d*h-‘)(dc$(h)*l),dt/b(h)d-‘)= (d*h-‘,d4(h)d-‘) 
in N since 
cjb((d*h-‘)-‘)= #(d*h)= d*e(h)= d+(h)d-‘. 
Therefore N is normal in S >a D. 
Since l-+S~D”+S>oD-*D/Do -1 is exact, we have ~-,S~D’/N-,SH 
D/N-, D/DO-, 1 is exact. Hence by the first isomorz>hism theorem we have 
Proposition 7, l+S/ker+% >d D/N + D/Do+ 1 is exact, where g is induced 
by the inclusion map. 
In our case this implies the following. 
Proposition 8. X( n, V, R ) has the presentation 1-4 and all relations 
( ) * fi da,(tir)ei= 1, Ei = +, 1, vi E V, 
Cyi a pair of indices liki, such that the prodcrit ( * ) is 1 in GE U(n, V, R). (Note that 
dij(u)= Dij (u) in GEU(n, V,R) and hexe X(n, V,R)n D(n, V, R) is generated 
by all dij (~1) E X(n, V, R ).) 
Proof. Let G be the group with the above presentation. Note that there is a 
surjective homomorphism G + X(n, V, R). Let H(n, R) be the subgroup of G 
generated by dij (v), v E V. In the above general work let S = G, H = H(n, R), and 
D = D(n, V, r). Define d *s by d *Xii (f) = Xii (uirvy’). Since d *wij (v) = WY (vivv;'), 
the action of D takes relations l-4 into relations of the same type. Since 
d *dij (V) = dij (vi~v~‘)dij (Vivy’)-‘, and in GEU(n, V, R) the image of d *dij (v) is 
dDijd_‘9 the action of D takes relations of type (*) to relations of type (*). 
Therefore the action of D on G is well defined and (n, R) is D(n, V, R) stable. 
Define 4: H(n, R)+ D(n, V, R) by 4(dij (v))= Dij (u). Clearly this is a D- 
monomorphism since, if b, (A ) = 1, A E H(n, R ), then A = nq= 1 dai (Ui )‘i 
and hence A = 1 in H(n, R). Thus ker4 = 1. Also, +(& (3)) 
kl (v)* Xii (r) = dk, (v) (r)dkl (v)? Thus properties l-3 are satisfied. 
. where the class of [ul, . . ., t.1~1 maps to the class of u1 l l l o,, by [7, p. 233.) Thus we 
need only shoy that @EU(n, V, R)= G >Q D(n, V’. 
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We .want a surjective homomorphism GEU(n, V, R)-+ G M D(n, V, R)/N. 
Relations 1-4 hold in G. Since N = ((& (~)fl, dr(dii (v)=‘): ZJ E V) = 
((dij (V)*‘, Dij (V)“’ : v E V}, factoring out N sets dij (v) = Dri (v),‘v E V which is an 
equivalent form of relation 5. Relation 7 holds in D(n, V, R) and relation 6 is a 
consequence of the action we have defined. Since all the defining relations of 
GEU(n, V, R) hold in the image, our map is a surjective homomorphism. We also 
have a homomorphism G >Q D(n, V, R)-+ GEU(n, V, R) which, as noted above, by 
relation 5, is trivial on N. Hence we have a homomorphism G >a D(n, V, R)/N onto 
GEU(n, V, R). The compositions in both directions are the identity and therefore 
‘X(n, V, R) has the claimed presentation. 
Let H(n, V, R) be the subgsoup of St(n, R) generated by dri(v), v E V. Let 
C(n, V, R) = H(n, V, R) n K&L R). This subgroup is central for n 3 3 [6, p. 721. 
Then 
Theorem 8. For any ring R, 
is exact, where [v,, . . ., Q,]X E KG(n, V, R ) maps to the class of vl l 9 9 vn, and we 
consider V s GL(n, R) by v maps to diag(v, 1,. . ., 1). In particular, the homomorph - 
isms St@, R)-, E(n, R) and GEU(n, V, R)-,GE(n, V, R) induce an isomorph- 
ism Coker(St(n, R)+GEU(n, Y, R))+GE(n, V, R)/E (n, R) if and only if V n 
E(n,R)=[V,V]. 
Proof. Clearly 8: St(n, g)+GEU(n, V, R) maps St(n, R) onto X(n, V, R), and 
hence C(n, V, R) c ker 8. By the presentation of Proposition 8, ker 6 is normally 
generated by 4 = nl=, dpI (v#, where this product satisfies the hypothesis of 
Proposition 8. But 4 E C(n, V, R) and by 16, p. 721 (and a similar calculation for 
n = 2) cj! is in the center of St(n, R). Therefore ker0 = C(n, V, R). By [7, p. 231 
GEU(n, V, R)/X(n, V, 2) E D(n, V; R)/X(n, V” R) n D(n, V, R) = V/[ V, V], 
where the map is the same as in the proof of Proposition 8. Thus we have 
1 1 
J -1 
I--+ C(n, V, R)----_* C(n V, R)--1 
1 A l 
l--,K,(n,Rj 3 
1 
-St(n, R)- 
1 
E(n, R) 
A 
1 j KG2(n, V, R) - GEU(n, V, R)---, GE(n, V, R)- * 
-1 I. 1 
1-A -VI[V V]A-D(n, V, R)lD(n, V, R)n E(n, R)--f 
1 I 
1 1 1 
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commutes and is exact, where f is induced by the inclusion V + D(n, V, R) defined 
above. Thus from this diagram 
A = {[v] E V/[ V, V] : diag(v, 1,. . ., 1) = 1) 
= {[v] E V/[V, V] : diag(v, 1,. . ., 1)E E(n, R)} 
= VnE(n,R)/[V, V]. 
Corollary 9. Let R be commutative and assume - 1 E V. Then, letting A be the 
subgroup of K2(n, R) generated by ((u, v) : u, v E V), where the symbol (u, v) is as 
defined in [6, p. ‘741, l-+ A -+ &(n, R)+ KG@, R)+ 1 is exact. In particular, for 
R commutative, R is universal for GE,, e K2(n, R ) is generated by symbols. 
Proof. By the proof of [6, p. 761, for R commuative, C(n, V, R) is generated by 
symbols whose entries are in V. We also have det:GL(n, R)-+ R and 
det(E(n,R))=l. For VE VnE(n,R) we have 1 =det(diag(v,l,...,l))=v. 
Therefore V n E(n, R) = 1 and hence V n E(n, R)/[C’, V] = l/l = 1. 
Also note that, if R = Zn; n the fundamental group of a topological space, and 
V = =t n; then KG(V, R) = Wh&) [4, p. 551. 
The following are universal for GE, [7,8] and hence KG2(n, V, R ) = 1 for fields, 
commutative local rings, Z, and k [x] where k is a field. Also KG2(n, R ) = 1, n a 3, 
for division rings, all local rings and full matrix rings over division rings other 
than I&. 
Note that R * fi E( n, R )/[ R *, R *] = 1 does not imply V n E(n, R )/[ V, V] = 1 
. for all V c R *. For example, let Q be the group of quaternions and let R = ZG. 
Then by [5], R* n E(n, R) = [R*, R *] = Z/22. But let V = [R*, R*]. Since V is 
commutative, V n E(n, R)/[V, V] = V n E(n, R) = V# 1. 
Let K be a field. Recall that KG2( V, R ) = kernel (GE U( V, R ) + GE( V, R )) 
where GEU(V, R)= &GEU(n, V, R) and GE(V, R)= 2GE(n, V, R). By a 
result of Dennis and Krusemeyer (to appear in JPAA) &(K[x, y]/(xy))z 
&(K)@K’. Since K2(K) is generated by symbols (6, p. 761 and the symbols of 
K*(K[x, y]/xy) come from the units of K[x, y]/xy * K *, KG2(K[x, y]/(xy)) = K’. 
As further examples we have 
Proposition IO. Let R be a regular ring such that Nil(R) = 0. Then KG2(V, R) = 
KGz( v, R [t]). 
roof. Nil( R ) = 0 implies that * = R [t]*. Thus the admissible V’s are the same 
and C(V, R) maps onto C( R [t]). [Recall that C( V, R ) is generated by 
dij (v), v E V.) By a result of Quillen, Kz(R) s K2(R[t]). If u E R * is such 
[t]), then set t = 0 and g 
= 0 in the relations that 
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l+C(V,R)+K~(R)-,KGz(V,R)+VnE(R)I[V,V]-,l 
J. 4 . l i 
I-&;])+&(R;])4G2(Y,R[t])+ Vn E(R;]),[V, VI-) 1 
is exact and commutes. 
Therefore by the Wernma, we are done. 
Proposition 11. Suppose T = ((& r) : t E R, s E S, m e M}, where R and S are 
rings and M is an R+bimodule. Them for all n a 3, 
KG2(n, T) = KG&, R)$ KG&z, S)@{(: i”) : m E MI/[ T*, T*] n ((6 r) : m E Ml. 
Note that the Iast term i ; isomorphic to M/N where IV is generated by m = 
ash-‘d” - sd-’ + rb-’ - c yb-‘d-’ ,wherer,sEMand[a,cj=linR and[b,d]=l 
in S. 
Proof. Diagram 1 (see next page) is exact and commutes since by [l] K&z, T) s 
&(n, R)@G(n, S) for all n 2 3. Also by [7, p. 121, GE U(n, R $ S) = 
GEU(n, R)@GEU(n, S) for all n a 3. Note that f splits so that we need only show 
that a-‘(A) is central and A = {(i ;“) : m E M}/[T*, T*] n ((i ;“) : m E M}. Now 
(;?)E T* f7 E(n, T)/[T*, T*] maps to 1 in 
R*nE(n,R)/[R*,R*]$S*nE(n,S)/[S*,S*]- aE[R*,R*] 
and b E [S*, S*]. Clearly (E ) maps to 1. If (i?) maps to 1, then (o”-‘b-9) E 
[T*, T*]. Thus 
(; mf-‘)=(fi)(a; ;‘)=(; ;). 
Thus A is as desired. Also 
() ( * $y 3=E12( (; yyE,l( (; -“J) 
El2( (8 i))E2!( (;- Y))* 
Thus, since W’(A) = A, 
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must be 7p-‘( (A y)). By Proposition 15 (below), (*‘) is central in GEU(n, T) for all 
n 3 3. Therefore n-‘(A) is central and hence a direct summand. 
1 *l l W’(X) *A *I 
I L I 
I----+C(n,R)- &(n, T) T*nE(n, T)_ -KG2(n, R) __I___*- ,] 
I, i 1 
[T*, I’*] 
4 
l~C(n,R)eC(n,S)-K,(n,R)~K~(n,S)~KG,(n,R)~KG~(~,S)~R~~*E~~~R~~s~~*E~~~s’~~ 
l 
f 
1 
, 
1 1 1 1 
Diagram 1. 
The new group can also be used in a new technique for proving that a ring is not 
universal for GE,. Silvester [7, p. 45 called a ring quasi-universal for GE, if a 
complete set of defining relations are l-3, 5-7 and 
4” (X9 y): Xj(X)Xji(y)&( - X(1 + YX)-')Xji( - y(1 + Xy)) = [l + Xy]i [(l + yX)-‘]j 
whenever I + xy E K *, and where [u]i E D(n, V, R) has u in the irh entry and 1 
elsewhere. Xote that, if R is commutative, the right hand side is Dij (1 + xy). 
Proposition 12. Let R = k [x 1, . . ., x,1/(x f), n, s 2 2, k a field. Then R is not 
universal for GE’,, for any m. 
Prsof. Without loss of generality, assume that i = 1. Note that R + R/(x f) = S is 
onto and R * maps onto S*. Also 4”(x,, x2)* 4”&, x’*) = 4”(x,, x2). There- 
fore we need only show that 4’(~1, ~2) = X& (X1)&i (Xz)Xij (- x1(1 + x2x1)-I) 
KG(m, S). Clearly S + T = 
show its image is nontrivial in 
e K,(m, T) is generated by 
exact. In K&V), 4’(x1, x2) is 
Xji (- X2(1 + XlX*))Dij (1 + X*X2)-l is nontrivial in 
k [xl, xz]l(x~)* +O is split exact. Thus we need only 
KG2(m, T). By Corollary 9, T is universal for GE’,, 
symbols. Also T --) k [x, y ]/(x2, xy, y *) = W --j 0 is 
usually denoted (x1,x2). By a result communicated to me by K. Dennis, 
(x,y) = (1 +x,1 + y}# 1. We know that T* = (k(l+ xIp(x2))}. Thus im(T*) = 
{kl + k2x : k, E k *, k2 E k}. Therefore (1 + x, 1 + y} e im(symbols of M2(m, T)). 
Hence (x1,x2) is not a product of symbols in 2(m, T) and 4’(x1, x2)# 1 in 
KG2(m, T). Therefore R is not universal for GE,,, for any m. 
roposition 2, wg have a omomorphism 
Let A be the subgroup of GEU(n, V, R) gener- 
ated by the dij (v’), v’E V’. Then 
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MA nKGt(n,V,R)-+KG2(n,V,R)+KG2(n,V’,R)+ ’ 
V9’7 E(n, R)/(V 1’1 E(n, R))[V’, V)+ 1 
is exact. 
Proof. Clearly A n KG2(n, V, R ) is the desired kernel. Using Theorem 8, 
have that the following diagram commutes and has exact columns and rows, 
we 
1 1 
A i 
l-,A nKG&V,R) -+Vn[V’V’]/[V,V] -1 
4 A i 
K,(n,R)-,KG2(&V,R) -,VnE(n,R)/[V,V] 31 
i -1 
&(n, R)+ K&(n, V’, R)-, V’ n E(n, R)J[ V’, V’]-, 1 
I 1 4 -.. 
1 V’ n E(n, R)J[ VI, V’] 
+ “D=Im(VnE(n,R)JIV,V])*l* 
1 J 
1 1 
Since V’ n E (n, R )J[ V’, V’] is abelian, D is a group. Furthermore, in 
V’ n E (n, R )J[ V’, V’), we have that Im(VnE(n,R)J[V, V])=(VnE(n,R)) 
[V’, V’]J[ V’,’ V’]. Hence D = V’n E(n, R)J(V n E(n, R))[V’, V’] by the first 
isomorphism theorem. Since C = D, we are done. 
The exact sequence gives a way to take generators of K*(R) to KG2(V, R). For 
practical computations, it would be helpful to be able to lift appropriate generators 
of KG2( V, R) to K*(R). This will be done in Theorem 17, but it is first necessary to 
prove that KG2( V, R ) is abelian. 
Theorem 14. KG(n - 1, V, R) maps into Z(GEU(n, V, R)), n a 3 (2 = center of). 
Proof. Piecall that an n by n matrix (ail) commutes with every n by n matrix if 
and only if aij = Op i# j, aii = aji for all i, j and aii E Z(R). (For, if (ai,) commutes 
with Ekl (r), then akf = 0 and akk = a,,.) In particular, no element of GE(n - 1, V, R ) 
other than .I is in Z(GE(n, V, R)). Let 7~ : GEU(n, V, R)+ GE(n, V, R). Let 
AEKG*(n-l,V,R). Then n(A)=l. Since AEKG*(n-l,V,R), A= 
] 1 V, ,..., 1)X where XEX(n-l,V,R) and VE V. 
Let P, be the subgroup of GEU(n, V, R) generated by Xi” ir), 16 i e n - 1. This 
group is commutative by relation 2 (note that n > 3). By [6, p. 421, each element of 
can be written uniquely as a product + n (a, ). Thus 7r is one to one 
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Next note that Xi] (b)P”Xij (- b) c P, for i, j# n because each conjugate 
Also [v, 1, . . ., l]P,, [V -I,. . ., 1] = Pn since 
[ 1 0, ,...,l]X,(r)[V-‘,l,...,l]= X?iI!) 
I In 
[‘i 
= . 
Thus for A above, APnA-‘GPpp But m(A)=l, whence -(APA-‘)=?r(P) for 
P E P,. However w is 1 - 1 on Pn, SO APA -I = P for all P E Pn. 
By a completely analogous argument, A commutes with Xnk (a). Hence A 
commutes with [Xkn (a), Xnl (l)] = Xk, (a) for k # I and k, I s n - 1. Thus A com- 
mutes with X(n, V, R). Therefore we need only show that A-‘[u,, . . ., u,]A = 
[ Ul, . . ., u,]. Recall that [u,, . . ., un] = [1, . . ., 1, u]Y, Y E X(n, V, R). Thus 
A-‘[ul,...,Un]A =A-‘(l,...,l,u)YA =A-‘[l,...,l,u]AY 
= A-‘[l,.. ., 1, u][v, 1,. . ., l]XY = A-‘[v, 1,. . ., l][l,. . ., 1, u]XY 
=A-‘[v,l,..., l]X[l,..., l,u]Y 
since XEX(~-l,V..R)=[u, ,..., Un]. Therefore A E Z(GEU(n, V, R)) and 
KG2(n - 1, V, R) maps into Z(GEU(n, V, R)). 
Corollary 15. KG2(V,R)=ker(GEU(V,R)-,GE(V,R))=Z(GEU(V,R)) 
and hence is abelian. 
Pioof. By the remark at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 14, 
Z(GE(V, R)) = 1. Thus, if A E Z(GEU(V, R)), then r(A)= 1 and 
A E KG2( V, R). On the other hand, if A E KG2( V, R), then A has an expression 
[ 1 , . . ., l]X with X E X(n, R) for some n. By Theorem 14 
zEU(m, V, R) for all m > n and hence in Z(GEU( V, R)). 
A is in the center of 
It quickly follows by a standard diagram chase or by the exactness of the direct 
limit, that 
Corollary 16. KG( V, R ) = L&(KG*( n, V, R )). 
n 
By Proposition 13, it is sufficient o prove a lifting theorem from KG&, R ), since 
any elements of KG2(n, V, R) not in KGt(n, R) lift to elements of C(n, 
lifting is clear. 
Let 9 be a set of Y E ) SKCh that 
( ) * Im Y = diag(u,, . . ., tr, ) in GE( m, R ), m fixed. 
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Let s = { Y[Ul, . . ., uJ1 : YE 3) E KG2(m, R). For n > m, let I& be the subgroup 
of St(n, R) generated by the P(Y) and H(n, R). (Since n > m and H(n, R) f7 
&(n, R) is central [6, p. 421, fifi n K2(n, R) is central and hence normal in 
St(n, R).) Let W(R) be the subgroup of R * generated by [R *, R *] and the products 
u1 l u, coming from the tight hand side of (*). Let (S) be the subgroup of 
KG@, R) generated by S (it is central and hence normal). Then l-5 fin n 
&(n, R)-+&(n, R)+ KG& R)/(S)-* R * n E(n, R)/W(R)--, 1 is exact. 
Proof. By Theorem 8 we have the following diagram: 
I I 1 f 1 f 
l-B,- -+ &(n, R)z KG2(n, R)/(S)& L,- 1. 
Suppose A E K2(n, R) such that #(A) = 1. Then 8(A) E (S), and 
(this is true since ( * ) is c>Tntral) 
c . fi Dli(u~-~~g**ul,~,,))[u,l,...,l]. 
i=2 
Now I= &(A) = [u, 1,. . ., 11. Therefore u = [v, w] E [R *, R *] and 
o(A) = ( fi X) (fi Dli (Vi)) @(dl2(U)dl2(v)& (VU)) 
i=l i=l 
all of which lifts to H’ E I?,,. Thus by the original exact sequence, there exists a 
BEH(n,R)& such that A = H’B. Clearly #(I& n K2(n, R )) = 1. Thus B, = 
fin n K2(n, R). 
Y=[U~,...,u~]=[UI**~Um,l,...,l]~ Dli(u’)-‘. 
i=2 
Thus ~(S)C W(R) and ~(u,*~*u,,,)= 1. Hence KG(n, R)/(S)2 
R * n E (n, R)/W(R) is onto. Also #(K2(n, R) = ker ii c ker w’. Suppose A E 
kern’. Then ?r(A) = v1 l l l ok where Vi = u1 l a l u,,, for some RHS of (*). Thus 
l=f3z(A)=iif(A)=ii(&. merefore kerrr’ckerii and L,=R*n 
E(n, R)W(R). 
is commutative, then R is quasi-universal for 
+a, R) 1 s generated by (a, b), I+ ab E & *. 
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Proof. Recall that a commutative ring R is quasi-universal for GE, if KG&, R ) 
is generated by Xii (U)X,i (b)Xj (- a(1 + bU)-‘)Xji (- b(1 + ab))Dij ((1 + ab)-I). 
Also recall that 
(a, b) = Xi (a)& (b)Xl (- a(1 + ba)-‘)&i (-B b(1 + ab))dij (1 + ab)-’ 
is an element of K&I, R). Note that for n a 3, (a, b) does not depend on ii [2, p. 
2501. Let 91 = {Xii (a& (b)X, (- a(1 + ba)-‘)Xji (- b(1 + ab)) : 1 + ab E R *}< 
Note that the group generated by (a, b) contains all symbols since {u, v} = 
(v-‘(u - l), v). 
The result follows from Theorem 17. 
Proposition 19. Same conditions as in Theorem 17 except let n = m, (S) be the 
normal subgroup generated ‘by S, and I?,, be the normal subgroup generated by 
H(n, R), &Xar, (QBX,, (ui’ rkujk) where CY~ = ij, Uiky Uj, are from the same RHS of 
(*),andBisa Yora [uI,...,um]Y[ul ,..., uJ1, wherethe [u, ,..., u,]*isaRHSof 
( * ) not necessarily associated to Y. Then the sequence in Theorem 19 is exact at 
n = m. 
PracY. Suppose e’(A) = 1 for A E &(m, R). Then O(A)E (S) - i.e., 
‘(A) = n Gyi [uil, l l -3 ui, 1-l Ci' = fl (DiYIDi-‘) n [Ui,, . . ., ui, I-', 
i i i 
where Y: are the appropriate conjugates of Y and Di, 0: are related as in the 
generators of @“. Thus we may continue as before. 
Therefore, given a generator of KG(n, V, R), we know when and how to lift it to 
&(m, R) for m 2 n. 
The stability for KG2(V, R) follows from those for I&. 
Theorem 20. KG2(n, V, R)+KGz(n + 1, V,R) is 
onto e 
&(n, R)+ K2(n + 1, R) is onto 
V n E(n, R)+ V 17 E(n + 1, R) is onto 
l-l if &(n,R)+&(n+l,R) is l-l. 
,’ 
Proof. By [1, p. 61 C(n, V, R)+ C(n + 1, V, R) is surjective for all n 2 2. Thus for 
all n 3 2, we have 1 
1 
.-C(n, V, R)----, K&t, R)- KG& V, R)- VnE(n,R)/[V, V] + 
if i J 
l+ C(n -k 1, V, R)+&(n + 1, R)-tKG*(n + 1, V, 
4 
1 
G(n 
1 
+ l,R)/[K VI-, 
is exact and commutes. The result follows from the five lemma. 
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Recall that (a*, . . ., a,) is said to be a unimodular row if the ideal generated by the 
ai is R. A unimodular row (a,, . . ., a,) is said to be stable if there exists 
b 1,. . ., bnel E R such that (a1 + bla,, . . ., anel + b,,-lu,) is unimodular. If all unim- 
odular rows of length n are stable, the ring satisfies SR,. 
At the K-theory conference at Northwestern University, January, 1976, Van Der 
Kallen announced that, if R satisfies SR,, then &(n, R)+ K*(R) is surjective for 
n 3 m and injective for n > m (the paper has appeared in the proceedings of that 
conference). Thus 
Coroilary 21. Suppose R satisfies SR,. Then K&(n, V, R )-, KGz(V, R) is SW- 
jective for n > m and injectkx for n > m. 
Proof. Since R satisfies SR ., by [9, p. 385-3861, GL(n, R)/E(n, R)* &(R) is an 
isomorphism for ~2 am. Tlas VnE(n,R) --) V n E(R) is an isomorphism for 
n 3 m. The result follows f torn Van Der Kallen’s theorem and Theorem 20. 
Corollary 22. Let R be Euclidean. Then KGz(2, V, R ) --) KG2 (m, V, R ) is surjec - 
tive for all m 2 2. 
Proof. By [3, p. 21, we have &(2, R)+ &(m, R) is surjective. Since R is 
Euclidean, GL(2, R)/E (2, R ) = K1 (R). Thus, as in the proof of Corollary 21, 
V n E(2, R)-, V n E(m, R) is surjective. Hence by Theorem 20 we are done. 
Another property of &(R) is that of Morita invariance (i.e., &(M(n, R)) = 
IQ(R), where M(n, R) is the group of n by n matrices over R). However KG*(R) 
is not Morita invariant in general. For example, let R = Fz and V = R *. Then 
KG&) = 1 but KGz(M(2, Q) # 1 [7, p, 241. In fact, for any R that has an 
(A ;) E [GL(2, R), GF(2, R], KG2 # KGz(M(2, R)), since 
((‘o” :) # 1 in M(2, R)* n E(M(2, R)) 
[M(2, R )*, M(2, R )*] 
and maps to 1 in R * n E(R)f[R *, R*]. 
In a recent paper [4] Giffen defined a subgroup V of R * to be an St(n) subgroup 
if the map defined in Theorem 8 from Coker (St(n, R)-,GEU(n, V, R)) to 
GE@, V, R )/E (n, R ) is an isomorphism. It is an St (00) subgroup if it is St(n) for 
almost all n and an St subgroup if it is St(n) for all n. He did not, however, know 
precisely when a subgroup is St(n). 
heorem 23. The following are equivalent for any subgroup Vof R * and any n : 
(a) V is an St(n)-subgroup 
these conditions ho 
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Proof. The equivalences follows directly from Theorem 8. Suppose these condi- 
tions hold for n. Clearly they hold at m = 1. Assume m 3 2. If v E E(m, R ), then 
vEE(s,R) for Sam. By [6, p. 251, [V, V] c E(2, R). Thus [V, V] G 
VnE(2,R)C_VnE(m,R)CVnE(n,R)c[V,V]. Therefore VnE(m,R)= 
[V, V] for all m < n. 
From this we immediately obtain 
Corollary 24. The following are equivalent 
(a) V is an St(m) subgroup 
(b) V is an St subgroup 
(c) Vn E(R)= [V, V]. 
Corollary 25. If R is commutative, then V is an St subgroup for all V E R *. 
Proof. Recall R commutative implies V n E(R) = I= [V, V] for all V. 
Corollary 26. If R is universal for GE,,, then R * is cpn St(n) subgroup. 
Giffen uses St subgroups to define Hasse-Witt invariants for ((w, u)-reflexive 
forms with values in KG2( V, R) (for more information, see [4]). 
2. KGI(n, V, R) and KGo(n, V, R) 
So far \;Je have considered Kz and KG,. However K2 is in a series of K-groups 
which have an exact sequence for an ideal and, under appropriate conditions, a 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence. In this section we shall define suitable KG1 (n, V, R) and 
KGo(n, V, R) to complete the lower end of the sequence. Note that 
l+&(R)-+St(R)-,GL(R)-*K,(R)-, 1 is exact. 
Proposition 27. 1 +KG2(V,R)-,GEU(V,R)+GL(R)-,GL(R)/GE(V,R)-1 
is exact. 
Proof. First we need to show that GE(V, R) is normal in GL(R). We know that 
E(R) is normal in GL(R). Let A E GL(R), B E GE( R). Then A E GL(m, R) 
and B E GE(m ‘, V, R) for some m, m’. Let n > max (m, m ‘). Then B = 
diag(l, . . ., 1,u)X where X E E(n, 
A-‘BA = A-‘diag(1,. . ., 1, u)AA-‘XA = diag(1,. . ., 1, u)A-’ 
Therefore ) is a group. Since G 
is clearly t 
us we may procee as in the usual -theory with ) defined to be 
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GL(R)/GE(V, R). As usual, if V = R *, we write KGI(R). Note that, if R is 
commutative, KG,(R) = SKI(R). Also note that, if R = 25, 7~ the fundamental 
group of a topological space, and V = 2 n, then KG, (V, R) = Wh(?r) i4, p. 5.51. 
For any R we have stability conditions. 
Theorem 28. If R satisfies SR,, then 
a) GL(m - 1, R ) + KG, ( V, R ) is surjective. 
b) GE(n, V, R) is normal in GL(n, R) and GL(n, R)/GE(n, V, R)-, KGI( V, R) 
is an isomorphism for n a m. 
Proof. (a) Since GL(m - , R)+&(R) is surjective [9, p. 3851, GL(m - 1, R) 
*KG1(V, R) is surjective. 
(b) By [9, p. 385-3863: E(n, R) is normal in GL(n, R) and GL(n, R) = 
E(n,R)GL(n-l,R) for i.am. Any element of GE( n, V, R ) can be written as 
diag(1,. . ., 1, v)A, v E V, cl E E(n, R). Let B E GL(n, R). Then B = EC where 
EEE(n,R) and CEGL.(n-l,R). Thus 
BAR-If EC dirT(1, . . ., 1, v)AC-‘E-l 
= ECdiag(1,. . ., 1, v)C-‘E-‘A’, A’E E(n, R) 
= E diag (Z..  . ., 1, v)E-' A ‘, 
since C E GL(n - 1, R ), and this is in GE( n, V, R ). Therefore GE( n, V, R ) is 
normal in GL( n, R ) for n 2 m. Also by [9, p. 3861 GL(n, R)/E(n, R)-, &(R)is an 
isomorphistn for n 3 m. Let A,, = GE(n, V, R)/E(n, R) and A = 
GE(V, R)lE(n, R). Since diag (vI, . . ., v,,) = diag (v, 1,. . ., l)E, E E E(n, R), 
A, -+ A is a surjection for n 2 1. Thus for n 3 m we have 
1 
J 
l--) A, * GL(n, R)/E(n, R)+ GL(n, R)/GE(n, V, R)+ 1 
L J 1 
l+A - &(R) -KG,(V,R)-1 
A L 
1 1 
is exact and commutes. The result follows from the S-lemma. 
osltion 23. P77re sequence 
is exact. 
e firs). three non- 
heorem 8 the image of 
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[V, V] c E(R) [6, p. 251, the inclusion V into GL(R) induces a homomorphism 
V/[ V;Tl$L ICI(R). Clearly the kernel s V n E(R)/[ V, V] and the image is 
D(V, R)E(R)/E(R) = GE(‘V, R)/E(R). By the first isomorphism theorem, 
GL(R)/E(R) 
KG1(V, R)== GE(V, R)/E(R)’ 
Thus the sequence is exact at the rest of the terms. 
Let I be an ideal of R. Recall that E(I) is the normal subgroup of E(R) 
generated by the Eii (s), s E I, and GL(I) is the subgroup of matrices congruent o 1 
mod I. Let GE(V, I) be the subgroup of GL(I) generated by E(I) and D( V, I) 
which is the set of diagonals in D( V, R) which are congruent to 1 mod I. Note that 
D( V, I) is isomorphic to the corresponding subgroup in GE U( V, R ). Let 
D(R, I) = D be the subring of R x R consisting of pairs (r, r’) with t = r’ (mod I). 
We have canonical projections pl and p2 mapping D + R. Recall that Ki (I) = 
kerpl* where pl* : Ki (D)+ Ki (R) is induced by pt. Thus we define KG4 V,,I) and 
KGI(V, I) to be kerpl* : KGi (V”, D)-+ KGI (V, R) which is similarly induced by 
PI, where V” = {(u, V) E V X V : u E v mod I). Note that KGi (V”, D) s 
KGi (V, R)@ KGi (V, I) where the map is induced from the maps in the commuta- 
tive diagram 
D 
A 
where A is the diagonal map. 
Lemma 30. GE(V, I) is normal in GL(I). Moreover, there exists a unique 
homomorphism GL(I)-+ KG1 (V, I)‘ making the diagram 
GL(I)----* KG1 (v, I) 
GL(D)--KGI(V”, D) 
commute. Also, GL(I)/GE( V, i) s KGt (V, I). 
of. As in [6, p. 353, GL(D) can be identified with the subgroup of CL(B) X 
(R) consisting of all pairs of invertible matrices which are congruent mod I. 
Notice that 1 x GL(I) is the kernel of plo : GE (R ) [6, pm 331. Similarly 
not ice that 1 X E(I) is the kernel ), [6, p. 361. I claim that 
1 X GE(V, I) is the ker ). Clearly I X GE( V, I) C 
ker PI*. Let EGE(V”,D), A = 
(diag (u, 1,. . ., l)E1, diag(v, 1,. . .9 l)E2) where u = 1” mod I and E1 = E2 mod I by 
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definition of GE(V”,D). Let L(. = u1ti2 where u1 = 1. or u1 aE(R) and u2 = 
E E E(R). Then A = (diag(tr,, . . ., l)E& diag(vu;‘, 1,. . ., l)EE2). Since A E 
kerp,. implies 2% u1 = 1 and EEI = 1, we have vu?* = 1 mod I, EE, = 1 mod I, and 
A E 1 x GE( V, I). Note that pl* maps GE( V”, D) onto GE( V, R) since (v, v) E V” 
for all v E V. Thus the following diagram is exact and cemmutes: 
l+GE(V, I) 
5. 
-+GL(I) 
J 
KG*(VJ) 
J 
~~GE;IV’,D)~GL~)-,KG,(V”,D)_~~ 
Yl PF 1 1 PI* 
l+GE(V,R) +GL(,.I)+KGI(V,R) +l 
I I 
The existence of the desired lhomomorphism and the exactness of the top row 
follow easily from a diagram chase. 
We define GEU(V, I) to be the kernel of pie : GEU(V”, D)-, GEU(V, R) and 
X( V, I) to be the kernel of plo : X( V”, D)+ X( V, R). 
Lemma 31. GEU(V, X)-*GEU(V, R)AGEU(V’, R/I)+1 is exact where f is 
induced by the canonical projection g : R --, R 11 and V’ = g(V). Also, if g : R --) S is 
a surjection such that g : I = .T, I, J two-sided ideals of R, S resp., then GE U( V, I) 
maps onto GEU( V’, .I). 
Proof. By Theorem 8, the following is exact and commutes: 
1 1 
I 1 l 
C(V”, D) & C(V, R) b 1 
I I 
l+ St(I) -St(D) -=St(R)-+l 
y a standard diagram chase, St( 
generated by *(s- ), with s 
y [6, p. 531, 
Since X(VJ) is a 
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homomorphic image of St(I), X( V, I) is generated by A * (r)X, (0, a)A *(P), 
rEX(V,R), aEI. Let A EGEU(V,I). Then 
A = [(u, v), (LO,. . ‘9 (1,1)1X, X E X( V”, D), u = v mod I. 
Let u = ulu2, ul=l or u&X(V,R), u2=X’EX(V,R). Then A= 
[(Ul, vu;‘), (1, l), l l 0, (l,l)]A *(X’)X. Therefore .pl.(A)‘= [ul, 1,. . ., l]X’pl.(X) = 
1. ThUS u1 = 1 and X’pl*(X) = pa. (A) E pig (X( V, I)). I-Ience A = 
[(¶, w), (1, l), . . ., (1, l)]X“ with w = vu2 = 1 mod I and X” = A ,JX’)X E X( V, I). 
Thus GEU(V, I) = D(V, I)X(V, I). In particular, if g: R + S is as above, then 
GE U( V, I) maps onto GE U(g ( V), J). 
By the above set of generators for X( V, R), p2=(X( V, I)) is normal in X( V, R), 
and hence in GE U( V, R ) by relation 6. Let [u, 1, . . ., 1] Y 2 GE U( V, R ), and A be 
an element of D( V, I) of the form A = [(1, v), (1, l), . . ., (1, l)], v = 1 mod 1. Note 
that p24A) = [l, 1,. . ., 1, v]D1, (v), with Din (v) = dl, (v) E p24X( V, I)). We know 
YE GEU(m, V, R) for some m. Let it > m. Then 
B = [u, 1,. . ., l]Y[l,. . ., 1, v]d,,, (v)Y-‘[u-l, 1,. . ., 11 
=U 1 1 9 ,. . ., l]Y[l,. . ., 1, v]Y-‘[u-l, 1,. . ., 11x 
for some X in p24X( V, I)) which we have shown to be normal in GEU( V, R). 
Since n>m, Y and [l?...,l,v] commute, and so B = 
l,v][u-l,l,..., l]X= [l,..., l,v]X is in GEU(V,I). Thus 
is normal in GEU( V, R); Clearly p2*(GE U( V, 4)) is 
contained in the kernel of GEU(V,R)+GEU(V’, R/I), and hence 
GEU( V, R)/p2*(GEU( V, I))-* GEU( V”, R/I) is a surjective homorphism. 
Clearly GEU( V, R)/p2* (GEU( V, I)) has relations l-7, 8: xii (a) = 1, a E 1, and 9: 
[ 1 V, ,..., 1] = 1 for v s 1 mod 1. Thus in the quotient group Xij (I) = Xii (s) for 
t = s mod I follows from relations 1 and 8, and [ul, . . ., u,] = [vl, . . ., v,,] for 
. = Ui mod I follows from 5, 7, 9. Thus we have a surjective homomorphism 
iEU(V, R/I) onto GEU(V, R)/p2e(GEU(V,1)) given by Xj ([r]) maps to Xj (r) 
where r is any representative of [t], and [[ut], . . ., [u,]] maps to [Us,. . ., u,] (recall 
V’ = g(V)). The compositions are the identity in both directions and hence each is 
an isomorphism. 
eorem 32. Let V’ by the image of V in R/L Then we have the exact sequence for 
an ideal 
KG2(V,I)-,KG2(V, R)-,KG2(V’,RfI)+K 
rnel of 
Recall that 
1+KG2(Vn, D)-,GEU(V”, D)+GL(D)-+KGI(V”, D)-, 1 is exact (Proposi- 
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tion 27). Mapping this sequence onto the corresponding sequence for (R, V), we 
obtain as kernel the exact sequence l*KGz(V, I)+GEU(V,I)+ 
GL(I)+ KG,( V, I)-, 1. Thus the following diagram is exact and commutes. 
14 KGz( V, I) -,GEU(V,I) +GL(I) -KG,(V,I) -4 
-1 I L i 
l+KGz(V, R) -+GEU(V, R) +GL(R) +KG,(V, R) -1 
i l I I 
l-,KGz(V’, RlI)+GEU(V’, R/I), +GL(R/I)-,KG,(V’, R/I)4 
Note that the upper left hand square commutes because 
D( V, I)X(V, I). The result fsllows from the snake lemma applied 
two columns. 
We can obtain a Mayer-vietoris sequence. 
GEU(V, I) = 
to the middle 
Proposition 33. Let f: R --, S be surjective and V’ = f(V). Suppose that f: I + J, 
ideals of R and S resp., is an isomorphism. Then f * : KG,( V, I)+ KG2( V’, J) is 
surjective and f * : KG, (V, I)+ KG1 (V’, J) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. SinceI--J,f*:GL(I)-GL(J),f,:E(I)2:E(J),D(V,I)=D(V’,J),and 
hence f * : GE( V, I) = GE( V’, J). Therefore KG1 (V, I) = KG, (V, J). By Lemma 
31, GEU( V, I) maps onto GEU( V’, J). Also f induces a commutative diagram 
I+KGz(V,I) -*GEU(V, I) +GL(I)+KG,(V, I) +l 
-1 I 4 3 
1+KGz(V’,J)+6EU(V’,J)-*GL(J)+KGI(V’,J)-,1. 
The exactness of the rows was noted in Theorem 32. Hence it follows easily from 
the 5-lemma that f r(l : KG,(V, I)-+ KG,(V’, J) is a surjection. 
Rf’-R’ 
f 
I I 
g 
s-s g’ 
be a Cartesian square of 
gf’(V)=g’f(V)CS’. 
“a = 
2 (f( 
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KG2(V’,S’)-,KGI(V,R)-,KGl(f’(V),R’)~KGICf(V),S)-*KG,(V’,S’) is 
exact. 
Proof. The Cartesian square condition with all maps surjective says that R ’ SE R/I 
and S’s S/J where I = J [6, p. 561. Thus by Theorem 32 and Proposition 33 we 
have the following is exact and commutes: 
: 
KG,(V,I)-*KG,(V,R)-,KG,Cf(V),H’)-*KGI(V,I)-+KG,(V,R)-*KGl(f’(V),R’) 
1 l l L l I 
KG,(f(V),J)-+KG~(f(V),S)-,KG~(V’,S’)-*KG,Cf(V),J)-,KG~(f(V),S)-,KG,(V’,S’) 
i 4 
1 1 
By the usual diagram chase we get the desired exacf sequence. 
The last new K-group to be defined is KGn( V, R). owever it is not necessary to 
define a new group. KG0 is independent of V and in fact ordinary Grotendieck KC, 
completes the sequences. 
Theorem 35. Let R be a ring I a two sided ideal of R, V c R *. Let V’ be the image 
of V in R/I. Then 
is exact, and extends the sequence in Theorem 32. 
Proof. From the K-theory exact sequence [6, p. 341 and Theorems 29 and 32, the 
folIowing is exact and commutes. 
1 1 
4 J 
D(V, R) D(V’, R/I) 
D(V,R)f7E(R)+D(V’,R/I)nE(R/I)-)1 
A A 
K1 (0 -+ K,(R) -+ K,(R/I) 5 &(I) --) &(R) -+ Ko(RlO 
1 J A 
KG;!(V,I) KG,(V,R) + KG,(V’, R!I). 
J J 4 
1 1 1 
The surjectivity of the top row follows from V’ being the image of V. Therefore 6 
factors through KG1 (V’, R/I). Exactness follows from a standard diagram chase. 
Theorem 36. Let 
s S’ --+ 
B’ 
l dpy pue atm~ siq 303 'my=) ua~a~s ‘JOSIA~B 
3aq yuleq, 01 SaqS!M asp? aqs l syuaa qqax wq panyam aqs luaUIa8~3nd~ua 
pue dpy aq, 11le JOJ uopepdd~ daap 3aq ssardxa 01 SaqS!M 3oy~nle aq~, 
I .an3i si tInsa pa3rSap aqi %sleqa tm3%~p p3eputtis 
* sU!sn ‘snqkL 'OJUOS! ((s‘,n)'oa~(,S)r~)3~y OJ ((S'(A)J)'~~83(r~'(A),~)'r>~ 
+W2P(a)W3~9 dw aq1 ',A =((n)J)J =wGw =U!S 'Pw 
